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Micro-EDM(Electric Discharge Machining) has brilliant advantags in 
non-contact processing, 3-D machining ability as well as the equipment is simple, 
practical strong, processing performance has nothing to do with the material hardness, 
strength, etc. This method has a very wide range of materials’ processing ability, not 
only can process various metals and alloys with excellent properties, but also can be 
use in semiconductor materials such as ceramic, silicon. Therefore, Micro-EDM has a 
unique superiority in complex tiny parts production, also has been widely used. At 
present, the study of the theory of the Micro-EDM and processing research still exist 
many problems, especially in the process of removal in,which is now widely used 
ordinary EDM processing mechanism to explain. Micro-EDM is obviously different 
from ordinary EDM in the discharge process of small discharge time, discharge 
channel radius and high energy density. Therefore, in this paper, In the light of the 
electrical discharge machining removal process and the surface forming process in 
micro-EDM, micro-EDM heat source model, single pulse thermal mechanism of the 
different discharge power, recast layer forming of workpiece surface,characterization 
system of surface topography are studied. 
First of all, in this paper, based on the combination of micro edm pulse discharge 
characteristics such as short time, low energy and narrow gap, a small energy and 
small gap in the micro-EDM, time-varying discharge channel extension model was 
established by theoretical derivation. The model is based on the knowledge of MHD 
and plasma, this paper proposes a new break down mechanism based on the 
combination of the bubble and the electronic mechanism.In order to verify the 
correctness and feasibility of the model, we carried out the discharge machining 
experiment in same enerage condition and obtained the discharge crater radius by 
scanning electron microscope, then compared with the theoretical calculation of 
plasma channel radius and verified the correctness of the theoretical calculation 















Secondary, in this paper, thermalcrater of single pulse discharge is computed in 
the theory from the Angle of heat conduction. According to the new model of radius 
of plasma channel and gauss heat source model, the finite element analysis software 
Fluent is adopted to numerical simulation of the micro-EDM single pulse discharge, 
combined with the experimental results, we determined the energy distribution 
coefficient of discharge process, perfectly supplymented the micro-EDM single pulse 
discharge heat source model. This paper analysed the discharging principle 
Respectively based on RC pulse generator and voltage pulse power supply, carried out 
a deep research on the discharging principle of the two different kind of single pulse 
supply on plasma channel expansion and electrothermal. we ensure the size of the 
radius of the time-varying channel about different pulse power and different 
processing parameters by theoretical calculation of discharge channel extension 
process for two kinds of pulse power through the newly established time-varying 
channel extension model; then, combine with the material and technological 
conditions, we obtain thermal effect crater size and morphology of single pulse 
discharge in the equal energy of two kinds of pulse power by a numerical simulation 
of single pulse EDM process which is studied using the finite element method; 
Combined with the diameters of the single pulse discharge in measuring, we calculate 
the energy distribution coefficient of workpiece about single pulse discharge of the 
different pulse power, solve the problem of energy distribution coefficient is difficult 
to determine, perfecte the micro electrical discharge machining heat source model of 
single pulse discharge. 
Then, in this paper, Based on recast layer surface topography characteristics of 
micro-EDM workpiece, we study the recast layer forming mechanism, recast layer 
thickness of different materials and different power as well as the crack phenomenon. 
We Select the high speed steel and titanium alloy as the workpiece material, and use 
RC pulse generator and thyratron pulse power as energy for continuous discharge 
machining, then we use scanning electron microscopy(SEM) to test the recast layer 
surface and profile and analyze the forming process of the recast layer, surface 















crack phenomenon. According to the experimental results, we determine the most 
significant processing parameters which impact to recast layer thickness, fitting out 
regression equation between the recast layer thickness and micro-EDM machining 
processing parameters, get allowance estimate formula recast layer by on line removal, 
which can predict the white layer thickness, Laying a foundation for recast layer 
removal. 
At last, in this paper, On the basis of research in micro-EDM heat source, the 
mechanisms and the forming mechanism of surface recast layer, we Analyze the effect 
of  the different processing conditions on the micro-EDM workpiece surface 
topography characterize  parameters. According to the characteristics of the surface 
topography of micro-EDM machining, we represent the various characterization of 
the workpiece surface topography by surface texture, surface characteristic parameters, 
surface amplitude parameters, recast layer thickness and surface crack density 
parameters, these form the characterization of surface quality of micro-EDM 
machining, we also analyze the influence on the different processing technology, 
different processing parameters, different materials on the workpiece surface 
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